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1. INTRODUCTION

The VISIBLE COMPUTER is a (computer) program that simulates a hypothetical,
educational, computer. All the parts of that computer are displayed in real-time on
the screen.

The VISIBLE COMPUTER is a unique simulation system that gives a user (once
in his life) a simple and complete access to a powerful computer.

The power and simplicity of the computer together with its comprehensive and
dynamic graphical representation give the teacher or self-teaching user an invalu-
able tool for applications ranging from basics in data processing to advanced
concepts in system programming.

The VISIBLE COMPUTER is NOT a programmed course in data processing
(though some of its features allow, to some limited extent, such procedure). It is
essentially a tool able to support and practically demonstrate many aspects of such
topics as "Introduction to data processing", "Programming", "Computer architec-
ture", "Operating systems", "Data structures", etc.

Some of its applications can be quite simple and elementary :

• what are a computer, a memory ?

• what are an instruction, a program, data

• how can a computer execute an instruction, a program

• how can a computer compute, read, write, make decisions

Other applications can be more complex:

• program loading, bootstrapping,

• subroutines,

• numeric conversion,

• list processing,

• relocatable programs,

• reentrant programming,

• recursion.

Being general, simple and powerful, the architecture of the VISIBLE COMPUTER
can be suited to courses of any purpose, any level and any style. It is not a simulator
of any current computer (which would strongly restrict its scope and make it quickly
obsolete) but it has been given most of the basic features of current computers.

VISIBLE COMPUTER is powerful.

The architecture of the computer and its instruction set allow the user to design,
write and run realistic programs. The computer has therefore been given:
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• a sequential input device (card file reader), 

• a sequential output device (printer),

• numeric and character handling facilities,

• exception (error, overflow, end of data, ...) handling, 

• (un)conditional branching (9), subroutine calling, 

• stack manipulation facilities.

• 10 addressing modes,

The VISIBLE COMPUTER is simple.

Pedagogical considerations have led to adopt the following principles,

• single-address, two register processor,

• decimal (not binary) representation of data,

• the machine word (memory cells, registers) is 5-digit long,

• any addressing mode is allowed for any instruction where it is meaningful

• in some cases both realistic and simplified operation modes are allowed (input
and output of numerical values for instance)

• each instruction is one memory cell long.

The VISIBLE COMPUTER is ... visible.

The contents of the external and internal parts of the computer are displayed on the
screen. In any operating mode, a change of state (contents) of any part of the
computer is immediately reflected on the screen.

The visible parts of the computer are the cells of the central memory, the various
registers (including program counter and instruction register), and the input and
output devices.

The VISIBLE COMPUTER environment.

The simulator is not a mere "program cruncher". It also includes facilities to easily
handle and control every part of the computer, before, during and after program
execution.

The user is allowed to store data at any moment, in any part of the computer. He
can start, stop, speed up or slow down (possibly step by step) program execution.
He can save input device and central memory contents for further use.

A major feature (the COMMAND FILE interpreter) allows automatic operation
of the simulator for standalone demonstrations or for automatic session at the user's
pace.
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This environment is supported by a section of the simulator called the
MONITOR.

The VISIBLE COMPUTER is adaptable

The size and location of the components that appear on the screen can be modified.
Moreover, the power of the computer itself can be tuned to fit the specific needs of
any use.

The VISIBLE COMPUTER is a stand-alone system

Intensive use of the simulator needs creating and modifying files of several types.
The simulator is therefore delivered with a small text editor (EDIT) allowing such
operations.
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Part 1

Reference Manual

This manual is not a tutorial nor an introductory manual. It contains a precise
description of the components of the simulator together with the commands and
languages that are related to it.
The manual is made up of six chapters:
Part 1. COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE.
Part 2. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE COMPUTER.
Part 3. THE COMPUTER LANGUAGE. Part 4. THE MONITOR.
Part 5. THE TEXT EDITOR.
Part 6. THE FILES OF THE COMPUTER.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF THE COMPUTER

This chapter is devoted to a short description of the components of the pedagogical
computer.

2.1 WORD

The unit of data the computer can handle as a whole is called a WORD. In our
computer, a word is an integer ranging from -99999 to 99999. Any memory cell and
most registers contain one word.

Depending on the way it is processed, a word is interpreted as a numeric value, an
instruction or a couple of characters.

2.2 PARTS OF THE COMPUTER

The computer is composed of three main units,

• the central unit, where data are processed,

• the input device, which can be seen as a card reader,

• the output device, which can be seen as a printer.
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2.3 THE CENTRAL UNIT

This part of the computer comprises the central memory and the central processing
unit (CPU), the latter made up of the arithmetic and logic unit, and the control unit,

• the CENTRAL MEMORY or Random Access Memory (RAM) is an assembly
of individual cells. Each cell contains one word, and can be identified by a
Humber called its ADDRESS.

• the ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT (ALU) is a kind of 4-operation calcu-
lator. It is able to add, subtract, multiply, divide and compare numbers. This
unit is given three registers (i.e., individual cells which are not part of the
central memory),

• the ACCUMULATOR (A) contains one word which is the main argument
of most operations (the other, if any, generally being in a memory cell)

• the EXTENSION REGISTER (E) will for instance contain the second
argument in some operations, or receive overflow in arithmetic operations.
It contains one word.

• the LOGICAL FLAG (L) can take one of the following values: =, <, >, ER,
OV. It memorizes for instance the result of the last comparison or some
information about past operations (ERror, OVerflow, end of card file)

• the CONTROL UNIT analyses computer instructions and activates the relevant
unit (central memory, ALU, input, output) in order to make it execute the speci-
fied operation. (What an instruction is will be explained later). This unit is also
able to fetch instructions from the central memory and to have them executed
in the right order. It is assigned two registers:

• the PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) contains the address of the memory cell
that contains the next instruction to be executed. This register will be modi-
fied either automatically or by instructions (BRANCH operations),

• the INSTRUCTION REGISTER (IR) contains a copy of the last instruction
that has been executed or that is currently being executed.

These concepts are described in THE COMPUTER LANGUAGE.

2.4 THE INPUT DEVICE or CARD READER

The card reader is a device in which a pack of at most 20 data cards can be stored.

The card reader can be asked (by the control unit) to read the data written on a
card and send them to the central unit, generally into the central memory.

The cards are read sequentially. An attempt to read past the last card is signalled
by storing "OV" (overflow) in the Logical Flag; so, that event can be known by a
program (see THE COMPUTER LANGUAGE).
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The data on a card consist of a sequence of characters. When a character is stored
in memory, it is represented by its numeric ASCII code (see next section). The char-
acters are stored in memory, one character per cell.

There exists a simplified reading mode allowing the reading of numbers repre-
sented on the card as sequences of decimal digits.

2.5 THE OUTPUT DEVICE or PRINTER

The printer can receive a stream of codes (printer codes) and execute an operation
for each of them depending on its value. A printer code is a number from 0 to 99.
Codes from 32 to 90 correspond to standard printable characters while the others
make the printing mechanism move to specific positions.

The main part of the printer is the printing head, which can print a character at its
current position, then move to the next position or to the beginning of the next line if
the end of the previous line has been reached. This fonction is activated when the
printer receives a printable code.

A word can be interpreted as a packed sequence of two printer codes. Let
SABCDE be the representation of a word, where S is the sign, A the most signifi-
cant digit, B the next one, and so on. In such a word, digits BC correspond to the
first code and digits DE to the second one; S and A are ignored.

Since 0 is a "no operation" code a word such as "71" that theoretically corre-
sponds to codes 0 then 71 actually corresponds to the single code 71. That
convention simplifies the printing of character strings, at the expense of greater
memory occupation.

The printer codes and their effect are as follow,

0 : no effect
1 to 20 ; move printer head to position 1 to 20 (to the right, if possible)
21 to 31 : print 2 to 12 spaces
32 : print 1 space 53 : print 5 74 : print J
33 : print ! 54 : print 6 75 : print K
34 : print " 55 : print 7 76 : print L
35 : print # 56 : print 8 77 : print M
36 : print $ 57 : print 9 78 : print N
37 : print % 58 : print  : 79 : print 0
38 : print & 59 : print  ; 80 : print P
39 : print ’ 60 : print < 81 : print Q
40 : print ( 61 : print = 82 : print R
41 : print ) 62 : print > 83 : print S
42 : print * 63 : print ? 84 : print T
43 : print + 64 : print @ 85 : print U
44 : print , 65 : print A 86 : print V
45 : print - 66 : print B 87 : print w
46 : print . 67 : print C 88 : print X
47 : print / 68 : print D 89 : print y
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48 : print 0 69 : print E 90 : print Z
49 : print 1 70 : print F
50 : print 2 71 : print G 91 to 97 : no effect
51 : print 3 72 : print H 98 : next line
52 : print 4 73 : print I 99 : next page

Note

The printer codes 32 to 90 are the ASCII codes of the corresponding characters.
ASCII is the acronym for American Standard Coding for Information Inter-
change, a widespread numeric coding system for representing, among others,
printable characters. These codes are also used for card reading operations.

There exists a simplified mode of printing which consists in sending whole words to
the printer. The latter prints the decimal digits representing those numbers.

3. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE COMPUTER

Each unit and sub-unit of the computer is represented on the screen by the data it
contains. If the screen controller allows such "frills", some lines, boxes, etc, may be
drawn on the screen to make the layout more attractive.

Though the simulator is provided with a screen layout, the latter can be completely
redesigned by changing the configuration file. The contents of that file is described
further in this manual. It can be changed with EDIT, a text editor which comes with
the simulator.

The various components of the computer which appear on the screen are the
following :

• Central Memory : the contents of each tell,

• ALU : the contents of the Accumulator, Extension Register and Logical Flag,

• Control Unit : the contents of the Program Counter and Instruction Register; a
small 3-character window shows the "human" representation (see below) of the
operation code corresponding to the contents of the Instruction Register

• Card Reader : the contents of the current card (this concept is described in THE
COMPUTER LANGUAGE) and of the next N cards (N = 1, 2,.. as specified in
the configuration file). The last card is topped up with the representation of the
mass pushing the cards down (a kind of End of File).

• Printer : the last M printed liner, where M is defined in the configuration file.

Two fields are displayed on the screen though they are not part of the simulated
computer, the Monitor Display Window and the Text Window.
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The Monitor Display Window shows the dialog between the Monitor and the user
(see The MONITOR and ITS COMMANDS)
The Text Window is made of 0, 1 or more Text Lines. Any printable material than be
sent in one of these lines by the "T" Monitor command. That window is used by the
Command Files to display explanations or comments on any subject.

Exemple of screen layout

The computer shown in figure 3.1 has a 90-cell memory, a 18-character Monitor
display window, a 3-line display window, a 5-line (20-character long) printer and a
card reader showing 5 cards (24-character long).

Figure 3.1 - The components of the Visible Computer

printer

central memory

text window

card reader

memory cell 37

monitor display

PC

E A L

IR 

operation code
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4. THE COMPUTER LANGUAGE

The computer is designed to perform a limited but powerful set of elementary oper-
ations. In order to make the computer perform such an operation, we have to give it
an INSTRUCTION. An instruction is a piece of data which designates the operation
and its arguments, if any. The set of possible instructions, the way they are structured
and their effect are called the COMPUTER LANGUAGE.

A list of instructions to be executed by the computer to perform a specific task is
called a PROGRAM.

The computer executes instructions that are stored in the memory. Since a
memory cell can only contain integers from -99999 to 99999 (i.e., words), an
instruction must be stored in a cell in such a format.

4.1 DESCRIPTION CONVENTIONS.

Most operations performed by the computer are arithmetic and transfer operations.
Thus we need some conventions to describe such operations.

1. The registers are designated by their name:

A the accumulator
E the extension register
L the logical register
PC the program counter
IR instruction register

A memory cell is designated by its address: 37 designates cell 37.

2. The contents of a register or a memory cell is designated by the designation of
the register/cell enclosed between brackets:

(E) the contents of register E
(PC)  the contents of the program counter PC
(37) the contents of cell 37

3. If the contents of a register or cell are a valid memory cell address, the contents
of this latter cell are designated by the designation of the former content en-
closed between brackets:

((PC)) the contents of the cell whose address is in PC 
((13)) the contents of the cell whose address is in cell 13

4. If D is the designation of a register or memory cell, and EXP is a numerical ex-
pression, the following statement,

D ← EXP
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means: evaluate expression EXP and store its value into register/cell D.

Examples

A ← 12 store value 12 into the accumulator A
20 ← 32 store value 32 into memory cell 20
20 ← (A) store the contents of A into cell 20
A ← (A)+(7) add the contents of cell 7 to the contents of A 
A ← ((9)) store into A the contents of the cell whose address is in cell 9
(2)  ← (A) store the contents of A into the cell whose address is in cell 2.

5. With the same conventions as above, the expression 

abs(EXP)

designates the absolute value of the quantity EXP. 

Example

abs((A))  means the absolute value of the content of A.

4.2 HOW THE COMPUTER EXECUTES A PROGRAM.

The computer is able to execute a program if

1. that program is stored in the memory (1 instruction per cell)

2. the Program Counter PC contains the address of the first instruction to be exe-
cuted.

If these conditions are met, the execution starts after monitor command "EP" has
been given. The way the computer executes the program can be described by the
following schema:

                                START (= cmd EP)
                                  |
                   +------------->|
                   |              V
                   |        IR ← ((PC))
                   |              |
                   |        PC ← (PC)+1
                   |              |        (IR)=920 00 or ERROR
                   |         analyse (IR)---------- ---+
                   |              |                   |
                   |         execute (IR)             V
                   |              |                  HALT
                   +--------------+

The execution naturally stops with the special instruction HALT, represented by the
number 92000 . The computer also stops the execution when it is asked to execute
an unknown instruction or when an argument is invalid. In that case the computer
sends a message in the monitor display window:
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ERO : unknown Operation
ERA : bad Addressing mode
ERV : bad argument Value
ERC : bad PC contents

The computer then waits for any keystroke to return to the monitor mode.

Remark
It is worth noting that, with that procedure, the program counter does not
contain the address of the instruction currently being analyzed or executed,
but the address of the next instruction. This fact is important to use the rela-
tive modes correctly, as see below.

4.3 STRUCTURE OF AN INSTRUCTION.

A valid instruction is a positive integral number of 5 decimal digits. It can be broken
down into 4 fields which will be called P1, P2, P3 and P4.

1. Field P1 (1st digit): specifies the family of the operation,

1 move of values
2 arithmetic operations
3 compare operations
4 branch operations
7 input of data
8 output of data
9 miscellaneous operations

2. Field P2 (2nd digit) : specifies the operation in its family, 

Exemple: 20xxx  is the ADDition operation from the arithmetic family.

3. Field P3 (3rd digit): specifies the addressing mode (the way the explicit argu-
ment is designated)

0 immediate
1 direct
2 indirect
3 E register
4 indirect with pre-decrementation
5 indirect with post-incrementation
6 relative immediate
7 relative direct
8 indexed immediate
9 indexed direct

4. Field P4 (digits 4 and 5): designates the explicit argument, if any.
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4.4 ADDRESSING MODES

Most instructions operate on 1 or 2 arguments. One of them is generally implicit : A,
E, PC for instance. The other one is explicitly designated by the fields P3 and P4.
The field P3 defines the addressing mode of the instruction. That mode is the way
the field P4 must be interpreted as a designation of the explicit argument.

Let nn be the value of field P4.

1. Immediate addressing ( P3=0 )

The argument is value nn. Its range is (0,99) .

Example: 20034  means A ← (A)+34
i.e., store 34 into register A.

2. Direct addressing ( P3=1 )

The argument is (nn) , the contents of cell nn.

Example: 20134  means A ← (A)+(34)
i.e., add the contents of cell 34 to the contents of A.

3. Indirect addressing ( P3=2 )

The argument is ((nn)) , the contents of the cell whose address is in cell nn,
or the contents of cell (nn) .

Example: 20234  means A ← (A)+((34))
i.e., add the contents of the cell whose address is in cell 34
to the contents of A.

4. E register ( P3=3 )

The argument is (E) , the contents of E. P4 is ignored.

Example: 20300  means A ← (A)+(E)
i.e., add the contents of E to the contents of A.

5. Pre-decrementation + indirect addressing ( P3=4 )

Indirect addressing AFTER decrementation of cell nn.

Example: 20434  means 34 ← (34)-1  , then A ← (A)+((34))
i.e., decrement the contents of cell 34 then add the contents of
the cell whose address is in cell 34 to the contents of A. 
The decrement is 1.

6. Indirect addressing + post-incrementation ( P3=5 )

Indirect addressing THEN incrementation of the contents of cell nn. The
increment is the number of cells that have been processed by the operation.
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Example: 20534  means A ← (A)+((34))  then 34 ← (34)+1
i.e., add the contents of the cell whose address is in cell 34 
to the contents of A, then add to the contents of cell 34.

7. Relative immediate addressing ( P3=6 )

The argument is the positive or negative value whose 100-complement is nn
added to the contents of the program counter. The 100-complement C of a
number N is defined as follows :

if  0 <= N < 50   then  C=N,
if  -50  <= N < 0  then  C=100+N

This mode (and the following) makes it easy, among others, to designate a
cell by its distance from the current position in the program without refering
to its actual address.

Examples: 40603  means PC ← (PC)+3
i.e., add 3 to the content of (PC) .
10699  means A ← (PC)+99-100
i.e., store the address of the current instruction in A.

8. Relative direct addressing ( P3=7 )

The argument is the contents of the cell whose address is the content of the
program counter added to the number whose 100-complement is nn .

Examples: 20734  means A ← (A)+((PC)+34)
i.e., add the contents of the cell that is at a distance of 35 from
the current instruction to the contents of A.

9. Indexed immediate addressing ( P3=8 )

The argument is the contents of E added to the number whose 100-comple-
ment is nn.

Example: 10834  means A ← (E)+34
i.e., store the contents of E added to 34 in A.

10. Indexed direct addressing ( P3=9 )

The argument is the contents of the cell whose address is the content of E
added to the number whose 100-complement is nn.

Example: 10934  means A ← ((E)+34)
i.e., store into A the contents of the cell whose address is
the contents of E added to 34.

Some instructions designate a value argument (arg ) while others designate a desti-
nation cell or register (ad). The designated argument (arg ) or cell/register (ad)
depends on the values of P3 and P4 as follows. Let nn be the value of P4.

mode value   address
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P3=0 arg=nn
P3=1 arg=(nn)  ad=nn
P3=2 arg=((nn))  ad=(nn)
P3=3 arg=(E)  ad=E
P3=4 arg=((nn))  ad=(nn)
P3=5 arg=((nn))  ad=(nn)
P3=6 arg=(PC)+nn
P3=7 arg=((PC)+nn)  ad=(PC>+nn
P3=8 arg=(E)+nn
P3=9 arg=((E)+nn)  ad=(E)+nn

Note
In the expression "+nn", the actual value to be added is the 100-complement
of nn, i.e.

nn            if   nn<50  
nn-100    if   nn>49

4.5 "HUMAN" REPRESENTATION OF THE INSTRUCTIONS

The numeric representation of the instructions is well suited to the technology of the
computer. It is, however, somewhat cryptic for a human user such as a programmer,
a teacher or a student.

For that reason, we shall make use of a more explicit representation of the
instructions. For instance, the instruction that will make the computer add the
contents of cell 34 to the contents of A will be represented by

20134 for the computer,
and ADD (34) for the user (i.e., us).

The latter form is generally called Assembly language or Assembler. ADD is what is
called the mnemonic of the operation.

In the user form, the instruction comprises two parts, the operation code, and the
operand part. The operand part will be represented as follows:

P3=0 nn
P3=1 (nn)
P3=2 ((nn))
P3=3 (E)
P3=4 D((nn))
P3=5 ((nn))I
P3=6 (PC)+nn
P3=7 ((PC)+nn)
P3=8 (E)+nn
P3=9 ((E)+nn)

Note on addressing modes 4 and 5
In mode 4, the contents of cell nn are decremented by 1 before execution of
the operation; in mode 5, the contents of cell nn are incremented by N after
execution of the operation. N is the number of memory cells that have been
concerned by the operation. For instance, if a PRINT NUMBERS sends 4
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numbers to the printer, then  N=4. In order to make the description of the
operations more concise, these secondary effects will no longer be
mentioned.

4.6 SPECIFICATION OF THE COMPUTER LANGUAGE

The present section is dedicated to the presentation of the computer language the
simulator is able to understand.

The instructions of a family are described in a single table. Each column corre-
sponds to one instruction. Each row corresponds to one addressing mode. So an
element of a table describes the format of one instruction in one addressing mode.
The heading of each column is the "human" representation of the operation code
(fields P1 and P2), while the heading of each row is the human representation of the
addressing mode.

If an element is empty the corresponding addressing mode is not allowed for that
instruction. Symbols ". " and ".. " in lieu of fields P3 or P4 mean don't care. Those
fields will be ignored by the control unit.

That language is actually not completely "frozen" since some of its characteristics
can be changed. The configuration file (see the TECHNICAL MANUAL) defines
the following aspects of the language:

• what instructions are known by the simulator,

• what addressing modes are allowed for each instruction,

• the human representation of each operation code.

By changing these specifications in the configuration file, it is possible, for instance,
to hide some instructions or to hide some addressing modes for some instructions.

4.6.1 INSTRUCTIONS OF THE TRANSFER FAMILY

LDA STA EXC LDE STE

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

100nn
101nn
102nn
103..
104nn
105nn
106nn
107nn
108nn
109nn

111nn
112nn
113..
114nn
115nn

117nn

119nn

121nn
122nn
123..
124nn
125nn

127nn

129nn

130nn
131nn
132nn
133..
134nn
135nn
136nn
137nn
138nn
139nn

141nn
142nn
143..
144nn
145nn

147nn

149nn
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LDA (LoaD in A)
Action: A ← arg

STA (STore A)
Action: ad ← (A)

EXC (EXChange with A)
Action: exchange contents of A and ad

LDE (LoaD in E)
Action: E ← arg

STE (STore E)
Action: ad ← (E)

Examples

LDA (E)     or 10300 load in A the contents of E,

STA ((12))I or 11512 store the contents of A in the cell the address 
of which is in cell 12, then add 1 to the 
contents of cell 12.

4.6.2 INSTRUCTIONS OF THE ARITHMETIC FAMILY

ADA SBA MUL DIV NEG

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

200nn
201nn
202nn
203..
204nn
205nn
206nn
207nn
208nn
209nn

210nn
211nn
212nn
213..
214nn
215nn
216nn
217nn
218nn
219nn

220nn
221nn
222nn
223..
224nn
225nn
226nn
227nn
228nn
229nn

230nn
231nn
232nn
233..
234nn
235nn
236nn
237nn
238nn
239nn

24...

ABS DBZ DBP ADE SBE
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Let R be a register (A, E .

ADA (ADD to A)
Action: first R ← (A) + arg

SBA (SuBtract from A)
Action: first R ← (A) - arg

MUL (MULtiply A)
Action: first R ← (A) x arg

then, for ADA, SBA, MUL:
if abs((R))  < 100000  then A ← (R)
if abs((R))  > 99999    then OVerflow. 

In that case :
if overflow enabled: store in A, E values such that, 

(R) = 100000*(E)+(A) ;
if overflow disabled: store in A the remainder of (R)/100000 .

DIV (DIVide A)
Action: first A ← (A) / arg   (integer division)

NEG (NEGate A)
Action: first A ← -(A)

ABS (ABSolute value of A)
Action: first if W<0 then A ← -(A)

then for ADA, SBA, MUL, DIV, NEG, ABS :
update the Logical Flag (L) as follows:

if (A)=0  then L ← "="
if W<0 then L ← "<"
if (A)>0  then L ← ">"
if overflow then L ← "OV"

ADE (ADd to E)
Action:  E ← (E)+arg   (modulo 100000 )

   A and L are left unchanged.

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

25... 260nn
261nn
262nn
263..
264nn
265nn
266nn
267nn
268nn
269nn

270nn
271nn
272nn
273..
274nn
275nn
276nn
277nn
278nn
279nn

280nn
281nn
282nn
283..
284nn
285nn
286nn
287nn
288nn
289nn

290nn
291nn
292nn
293..
294nn
295nn
296nn
297nn
298nn
299nn
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SBE (SuBtract from E)
Action:  E ← (E)-arg (modulo 100000 )

   A and L are left unchanged.

DBZ (Decrement, Branch if Zero)
Action:  E ← (E) - 1 (modulo 100000 )

   if (E)=0  then PC ← arg

DBP (Decrement, Branch if Positive)
Action:  E ← (E) - 1 (modulo 100000 ) 

   if (E)>0  then PC ← arg

Examples

ADA (47)    or 20147 add the contents of cell 47 to the contents of 
A; if an overflow occurs (result > 99999  or < 
-99999 ) and if overflow is allowed, store in 
A the result modulo 100000 , and in E the 
higher order digits of the result. Update the 
logical indicator L.

DBZ (PC)+5  or 26605 substract 1 from the contents of A. If the 
result is 0, add 5 to the contents of the 
program counter PC, i.e., jump to 5 instruc-
tions further.

4.6.3 INSTRUCTIONS OF THE COMPARISON FAMILY

CPA (ComPare A)
Action: if (A)=  arg  then L ← ">"

if (A)<  arg  then L ← "<"
if (A)>  arg  then L ← ">"

CPA CPE

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

300nn
301nn
302nn
303..
304nn
305nn
306nn
307nn
308nn
309nn

310nn
311nn
312nn
313..
314nn
315nn
316nn
317nn
318nn
319nn
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CPE (ComPare E)
Action: if (E)=  arg  then L ← "="

if (E)<  arg  then L ← "<"
if (E)>  arg  then L ← ">"

Examples

CPA ((E)+0)  or  30900 compare the contents of A to the contents of
the cell whose address is in E. Assign the
result of that comparison in the logical indi-
cator L.

4.6.4 INSTRUCTIONS OF THE BRANCH FAMILY

B (Branch)
Action: PC ← arg

B= (Branch if =)

B B= B< B> B<>

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

400nn
401nn
402nn
403..
404nn
405nn
406nn
407nn
408nn
409nn

410nn
411nn
412nn
413..
414nn
415nn
416nn
417nn
418nn
419nn

420nn
421nn
422nn
423..
424nn
425nn
426nn
427nn
428nn
429nn

430nn
431nn
432nn
433..
434nn
435nn
436nn
437nn
438nn
439nn

440nn
441nn
442nn
443..
444nn
445nn
446nn
447nn
448nn
449nn

B<= B>= BOV BER CAL

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

450nn
451nn
452nn
453..
454nn
455nn
456nn
457nn
458nn
459nn

460nn
461nn
462nn
463..
464nn
465nn
466nn
467nn
468nn
469nn

470nn
471nn
472nn
473..
474nn
475nn
476nn
477nn
478nn
479nn

480nn
481nn
482nn
483..
484nn
485nn
486nn
487nn
488nn
489nn

490nn
491nn
492nn
493..
494nn
495nn
496nn
497nn
498nn
499nn
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Action: if L = "="   then PC ← arg

B< (Branch if <)
Action: if L = "<"    then PC ← arg

B> (Branch if >)
Action: if L = ">"  then PC ← arg

B<> (Branch if not =)
Action: if L = "<" or ">"   then PC ← arg

B<= (Branch if not > )
Action: if L = "<" or  "="   then PC ← arg

B>= (Branch if not < )
Action  if L = ">" or  "="   then PC ← arg  

BOV (Branch if OVerflow)
Action: if L = "OV"   then PC ← arg

BER (Branch if ERror)
Action: if L = "ER"   then PC ← arg

CAL (CALL subroutine)
Action: A ← (PC); PC  <-- arg

Examples

B (PC)+99  or  40699 subtract 1 from the contents of PC, i.e.,
repeat endlessly this operation. Not recom-
mended!

CAL 32     or  49032 save the contents of PC in A then move 32 in
PC, i.e., jump to subroutine 32.

4.6.5 INSTRUCTIONS OF THE INPUT FAMILY

RDN RDC

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

701nn
702nn
703..

705nn

707nn

709nn

711nn
712nn
713..

715nn

717nn

719nn
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RDN ( ReaD Numbers)
Action: Let NA be the absolute value of the contents of A. 
If there is no current card in the card reader, move "OV"  in the Logical
Flag L (OVerflow).
If there is a current card, read on it the first NA numbers (if any), and
store them :

in register E if P3=3,
in the memory cells starting from cell ad if P3=1,2,5,7,9 .

In any case, the number of numbers actually read is stored in A.
On the other hand, the next card, if any, becomes the current card; this
also occurs if the contents of A is zero.
If the card read was the last one, there is no current card (next read will
get a OVerflow condition).
If a non numeric character is encountered, the reading is stopped, and
"ER"  is stored into the Logical Flag L (ERror); some numbers however,
may be stored in memory.

Note
The decoding rules of the numbers in the card are as follows:
- the card contains digits, "-", and spaces only,
- a number is represented by a sequence of 1 to 5 digits, that may be

preceded by a sequence of "-" and/or spaces. The number is limited
by a 6th digit, a "-", a space or the end of the card. The beginning of
a number is the first character of the card or the first character
following the previous number.

- except for their role as separators, spaces are ignored.

Example
The card "123456 -3-56 - 72 14" is read as the list 12345 , 6, -
3, -56 , -72 , 14.

RDC ( ReaD Characters)

Action: 
If P3=3 then let NA = min(1, abs((A)))  
If  P3=1,2,5,7,9  then let NA = abs((A))

If there is no current card in the card reader, move "OV" into the
Logical Flag L (OVerflow).

If there is a current card, read the first NA characters onto it and store
their ASCII codes

in register E if P3=3
in the memory cells starting from the cell ad

if P3=1,2,5,7,9   (one code per cell).

In all cases, the number of characters actually read is stored into A.
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On the other hand, the next card, if any, becomes the current one; if the
card read was the last one, there is no current card (next read will get a
OV condition).

Examples

Let the current card contain "56 23 46 76"
LDA 5
RDN (25)     or 70125  

read at most 5 numbers on the current card and store them in cells 25
to 29. Actually, only four numbers will be read and stored in cells 25 to
28. A will contain 4, the number of numbers actually read.

Let the current card contain "ABCDEFG    "
LDA 3
PRC ((10))I  or 71210  

read the first 3 characters of the current card, and store their ASCII
codes in cells (10) , (10)+1   and (10)+2 . Add 3 to the contents of
cell 10. The contents of A is unchanged.

4.6.6 INSTRUCTIONS OF THE OUTPUT FAMILY

PRN (PRint Numeric)
Action: Let NA be the absolute value of the contents of A.

If P3=0, 3, 6, or 8 
if NA=O then no operation,

  else write arg  on the printer.

If P3=1, 2, 5, 7 or 9 

if NA=O then no operation.
  else write the contents of cells ad , ad+1 , ad+2 , ... ,
  ad+NA-1  (if any) on the printer. If P3=5, the number of

PRN PRC

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

800nn
801nn
802nn
803..

805nn
806nn
807nn
808nn
809nn

810nn
811nn
812nn
813..

815nn
816nn
817nn
818nn
819nn
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  printed numbers is added to the contents of cell nn.

Each number is printed into a field of 6 positions starting from the
current position of the printer. If such a field is not available in the
current line the number is written on the next line.
In all cases, the number of printed numbers is stored in A.

PRC (PRint Characters)
Action: 
If P3=0 then let NA = min(1, abs((A)))
If P3=3,6,8  then let NA = min(2, abs((A)))  
If P3=1,2,5,7,9  then let NA = abs((A))

If P3=0,3,  6 or 8 then send to the printer the NA non-zero printer
codes in arg .

If P3=1,2,5,7  or 9 then send to the printer the NA non-zero printer
codes in the memory cells ad, ad+1 , ad+2 , ... , ad+NA-1 . 
If P3=5, the number of cells processed is added to the contents of cell
nn.

In all cases the number of non-zero codes actually sent to the printer is
stored in A.

Notes

If P3=0 then arg  is a single 2-digit code. 

If P3=3,6,8  then arg  is a number containing two 2-digit codes as
follows : let s54321  be a representation of arg , where s  is the
optional sign, and 5 the first digit; the first code is 43 and the second
one is 21; digits s5  are ignored.

If P3=1,2,5,7,9  each cell contents is to be interpreted as above.

A printer code is a number from 0 to 99. The way a printer code C is
interpreted by the printer depends on its value :

0,  91 to 97: ignored,
1 to 20: move the printer head to position C of the current line, 

   if not yet reached, otherwise, no operation
21 to 31: print C-20  space characters,
32 to 90: print the character whose ASCII code is C,
98: advance one line
99: advance one page.

Any attempt to write beyond the end of the current line makes the
printer advance one line first.

Examples

LDA 3
PRN (E)    or 80300  
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write the contents of E on the printer as a 1- to 5-digit number. Move 1
in A.

4.6.7 MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUCTIONS

NOP (No OPeration)
Action: do nothing.

HLT (HaLT)
Action: stop program execution.

RST (ReSeT file)
Action: if arg  = 0 then make the first card in the card reader the current
one. No effect if the card reader is empty.

DOV (Disable OVerflow)
Action: from now on, an arithmetic overflow will set the Logical Flag
L to "OV", but will leave register E unchanged. This instruction protects
E register when used as a counter, index register, etc.

EOV (Enable OVerflow)
Action: from now on, an arithmetic overflow will set the Logical Flag
L to "OV", and will modify register E. This is the standard mode when
the computer is switched on.

5. THE MONITOR

The monitor allows the user to initialize the computer, to prepare and store programs
and data in memory and in the card reader, to ask execution of instructions and
programs and to control this execution. When loaded, the Visible Computer is in the

NOP HLT RST DOV EOV

nn
(nn)

((nn))
(E)

D((nn))
((nn))I
(PC)+nn

((PC)+nn)
(E)+nn

((E)+nn)

91... 92... 930nn
931nn
932nn
933..
934nn
935nn
936nn
937nn
938nn
939nn

97... 98...
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Monitor mode, i.e., the monitor waits for commands from the keyboard or from a
command file.

The dialog between the user and the monitor is displayed in the monitor display
window. The monitor displays "?_" when it is waiting for a command, i.e, when the
computer is in Monitor mode.

The following conventions will be used in the monitor commands description:

nl one decimal digit,
n2 string of 1 or 2 decimal digits,
n6 optional "- " followed by a string of 1 to 5 decimal digits,
n string of at least 1 decimal digit,
s any string of at least 1 character,
cr end-of-line key (ENTER, RETURN, Carriage return, etc)

Note
in the following description, spaces are used for clarity only. Actually
they will be omitted.
Exemple:  FM14cr  is the actual typing of FM n2 cr

5.1 MEMORY AND REGISTER FILLING

FM n2 cr    prepare to fill memory starting from cell n2, then
   n6 cr    store n6 in current cell, go to next cell,
   cr    let current cell unchanged, go to next cell,
   X  cr    stop filling memory (eXit).

FA n6 cr    store n6 in register A.

FE n6 cr    store n6 in register E.

FL s    store s  in Logical register L, s  = "=" , "<" , ">" , "ER" , "OV"

FC n2 cr    store n2 in program Counter PC.

FI n6 cr    store n6 in Instruction register IR .

ZM    reset the central unit; write 0 in memory cells and in A, E, PC,
   IR ; write "=" in Logical register L.

MS s cr    the contents of a section of the memory are saved in the file
  "s.RAM". The section is from the first non-zero cell to the last
   non-zero cell. The address of this first cell is saved too.

ML s cr    the values of the file "s.RAM" are stored in memory in the
   same cells as those that have been saved previously by a 
   MS command.

Examples

FM12cr
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12345cr  
23456cr  
cr
34567cr  
Xcr

write 12345  in cell 12, 23456  in cell 13, 34567  in cell 15

FC45cr write 45 in Program counter PC. 

FLOV write "OV" in the Logical flag L.

MSaddcr save the contents of the memory in the file "add.RAM".

MLaddcr load the contents of file  "add.RAM" in memory.

5.2 PRINTER CONTROL

L write a space line on the printer.

5.3 CARD READER CONTROL

CA s cr add a card with string s  on top of card file, that card becomes the
current card.

CI s cr insert a card with string s  before the current card, that card
becomes the current card.

C1 the first card becomes the current card.

C+ the next card becomes the current card.

C- the previous card becomes the current one.

CD delete the current card, the next one becomes the current card.

CR delete (Remove) the card file.

CS s cr write the contents of the card file in the file with the name
"s.CAR" . Such a file is called a saved card file.

CL s cr load the card reader with a saved card file with name "s.CAR" .
These cards are stored above the current contents of the card
reader.

Examples

CR
CAl234567890cr
CAABCDEFGcr
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C1
clear the card reader, store in it two cards, make the first one the current
card.

CR
CLloadcr
CLaddcr
CLdatacr
CSALLcr

store the three files "load.CAR ", "ADD.CAR" and "DATA.CAR" in the
empty card reader. Save all these cards in file "all.CAR ".

5.4  EXECUTION CONTROL

D9 set the computer in step-by-step mode; 

Dn1 delay of n1 seconds after each instruction execution, n1=0  to 8.

EP cr run the program starting at location referenced by the content of
the program counter. In the step-by-step mode (D9), the next
instruction is executed after typing cr ; typing "X" stops the
program execution.

EP n cr run the program as above but stop execution after n instructions.

X In any mode, (normal, with delay, step-by-step), pressing the "X"
key stops the execution.

EI execute the contents of the instruction register. The program
counter is not altered except for branching operations.

BS load in memory the bootstrap that has been defined in the confi-
guration file. The program counter is set to the starting address
of the bootstrap.
The so-called bootstrap is any sequence of numbers (at most 10)
that are loaded starting at a given memory location. The primary
purpose of that feature is the simulation of the system boostrap
of actual computers (sometimes called IPL). However, any other
use of that command is allowed.
If no bootsrap has been defined in the configuration file,
command BS has no effect.

Examples

FI10132cr
EI

execute instruction 10132 .
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FC3cr
D9 
EPcr
cr  
cr  
cr  
Xcr

write 3 in the Program Counter (first instruction of the program), set
step-by-step mode, start execution, have 4 instructions executed then
stop execution.

5.5 COMMAND FILE EXECUTION.

The monitor can be instructed to read its commands from a file instead of from the
keyboard. The contents of the file must be the exact sequence of characters
(including cr 's) that would have been typed on the keyboard. The file can include
any command; especially, an IC  command switches the monitor from the current
file to another file, allowing the chaining of command files, including an infinite
loop of one or more command files, for automatic demonstrations, for instance.

The execution of a command file can be stopped by pressing the "X" key.
After its loading, the monotor tries to automatically execute a command file the

name of which is given in the configuration file. This execution is aborted (inhib-
ited) in the following cases:

• The file name is "X".

• no file with that name,

• the "X" key is pressed during system initialization.

The related commands are the following :

IC s cr execute the command file with name "s.CMD" .

W cr suspend command file execution until a key is pressed.

W n cr wait n seconds

T n1 s cr write string s  at line n1 of the text window. If s  is empty: erase
line nl .
If ni  is greater than the allowed number of text lines (say N)
the actual line number is n1 modulo N. Lines that are longer
than the allowed text lines are simply truncated before
printing.

Examples

T3
T2
T1 This is a new text
T2  needing exactly
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T3          3 lines.
W5

clear the text window, write a 3-line text then wait 5 seconds.

6. THE TEXT EDITOR

The VISIBLE COMPUTER included a typewriter-style text editor, called EDIT. It
was used to write and edit the various files of the computer as well as its documen-
tation. It also included some elementary formating features for pretty printing docu-
ments. 

It must be recalled that, in the late 70’s and early 80’s, there was no (free) stan-
dard text editor available on domestic computers. Things have changed a lot since
that time, so that this editor has become obsolete and its description has been
removed from this version of the manual. 

7. THE FILES OF THE VISIBLE COMPUTER

This manual describes the format and meaning of the various files used by the
VISIBLE COMPUTER. The simulator knows four types of files, Configuration
Files, Command Files, Memory files and Card files. All these files contain printable
characters only. They can therefore be handled by the text editor EDIT1.

7.1 The configuration file

A Configuration file contains the description of the computer, of its layout and of its
relation with the host computer (i.e., the actual computer on which the simulator is
running).

This file allows users to the customize the simulator in three domains: computer
definition, screen layout and terminal description.

Some quantities, however, cannot be altered, namely the word length and the length
of the varions registers, which are as follow:

word 6 characters (sign + 5 digits) 
registers A, E, IR same as word
register L 2 characters
register PC 2 digits
Op. code window 3 characters.

The Configuration file must be carefully designed since most parameters will be
used by the simulator without preliminary checking.

1. At the present time, by any plain text editor.
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7.1.1 Computer definition

Size parameters :

– the number of cells of the central memory (from 10 to 99),

– the length of a card (6 to screen line size),

– the size of a printed line (6 to screen line size).

Definition of the bootstrap, if any. See monitor command "BS" for further details.

Delay units for monitor commands "Wl" and "D1'.

"Human" operation code representation and allowable addressing modes for each
computer instruction. Modification of this section makes it possible to define other
operation code mnemonics (e.g. ADA instead of ADD) and to hide some instructions
(e.g., remove instructions PRN and RDN) or to limit the use of some addressing
modes for some instructions.

7.1.2 Screen layout

This section defines the information that has to appear on the screen during the
running of the computer simulator. This includes both static and dynamic informa-
tion.

The static information is any permanent graphical and textuel material intended
to improve the screen, e.g., permanent titles, lines, boxes, etc. In particular the
graphical representation of the "push down mass" which materializes the end of
card file must be provided.

The dynamic information includes the representation of the content of the
computer and monitor components.

1. Computer components

• position of each memory cell,

• position of registers A, E, L,

• position of registers PC, RI  and Op. code mnemonic window,

• position of the beginning of the current printed line, the lines previously
printed are shown above the current one,

• number of printed lines displayed on the screen,

• position of the first character of the current card, the next cards are shown
above while the cards already read are hidden,

• number of cards displayed on the screen.

2. Monitor components

• position of the first character and length of the monitor display window (1
line),

• number and length of text window lines, position of the beginning of each
of them,
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7.1.3  Terminal description

This section mainly defines the way the cursor is controlled. The assumed procedure
is the following:

– the screen is character-addressable in cartesian coordinates (LINE , COLUMN),
1 <= LINE <= 16  or 22 or 24 (or else)
1 <= COLUMN <= 32  or 40 or 64 or 80 (or else)

– The positioning of the cursor in (LINE , COLUMN) consists in sending to the
screen controller the following sequence:

• 1 or more control bytes,

• a character sequence representing LINE  (or COLUMN); this will generally be
one byte constituted with LINE  added to a standard offset,

• 0, 1 or more separation bytes,

• a character sequence representing COLUMN (or LINE ),

• 0, 1 or more closing bytes.

For some terminals or computers, the procedure will be simplified. The configu-
ration file must include the following information :

• sending LINE  then COLUMN, or COLUMN then LINE ,

• the specific codes to be sent for LINE=1  and COLUMN=1,

• the beginning control bytes,

• the separation bytes, if any,

• the closing bytes, if any.

In addition any sequence of bytes may be sent to the screen BEFORE displaying
the computer representation. Such a sequence can be used, for instance, to clear
the screen, move cursor home, switch cursor off, etc.

7.1.4 Format of the configuration file

The different parts of the file contents will be numbered in order to easily interprete
the sample file contents given below.

Any information must be given in ASCII printable characters. In some cases,
however, special (e.g., graphic) characters must be included in the file. These char-
acters can be generated by the keyboard.
In the following description, all parts are mandatory, even if they are irrelevant for a
specific layout or a specific terminal/computer. Some subparts may be omited where
mentioned. The spaces between values are not mandatory; the values will be sepa-
rated by a comma or the end of line, according to the user's convenience, the file
being considered as a single list of values. All numeric values are in decimal nota-
tion (including byte values).

1. Name of the command file that is to be automatically executed after the simu-
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lator has been loaded. If there is no such file, or if that name is "X" or if key
"X" if pressed during initialization, no automatic command file execution will
occur.

2. Screen initialization byte sequence

• number of bytes

• list of bytes (empty if number = 0) represented by their decimal code.
These bytes will be sent to the screen before static layout displaying.

3. Static screen layout:

• number of lines (at least 1)

• list of the lines to be displayed preferably between quotas,
These liner will be displayed on the screen after screen initialization.

4. "Push down mass" representation.

Must not be longer than a card. Will indicate the end of card pack on the
screen.

5. Terminal conventions for cursor addressing.

This part describes the way a (LINE , COLUMN) cursor position is sent to the
screen.

• send LINE  then COLUMN: 0; send COLUMN then LINE : 1.

• value to send for LINE=l  (decimal),

• value to send for COLUMN=1 (decimal).

6. Memory cell positions.

The position is given in the format LINE. COLUMN for the first character of
the cell contents on the screen. LINE ranges from 1 and screen heigth, while
COLUMN ranges from 1 to screen width. The positions are given as follows,

• address of the last cell (memory size - 1),

• list of cell positions according to their increasing addresses (i.e., cell
numbers : 0, 1, 2, ... )

7. Other computer and monitor component positions. The conventions are the
same as above. The positions are given as follows:

• - Humber of components,

• - position of (first char. of) the monitor display window,

• - position of lst char. of last printed line,

• - position of register E,

• - position of Program Counter,

• - position of Instruction Register,

• - position of Op. code mnemonic window,
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• position of Logical Flag,

• position of register A,

• position of (first char. of) the current tard,

• position of (first char. of) the 1st line of the Text window, if any,

• position of (first char. of) the 2nd line of the Text window, if any,

• same for the next lines of the Text window.

8. Length of the monitor display window.

9. Boostrap description

• number of instructions (0 if no bootstrap),

• loading address in memory,

• list of instructions (in numerical representation) 
The last two items are omitted if the first one is 0.

10. Number and length of lines of the Text window.

11. Number and length of the printed lines displayed.

12. Number and length of the cards displayed

13. Duration of a unit delay for the following instructions,

• monitor command "W",

• monitor command "D".

A one second delay corresponds to a value from 500  to 1000 , depending on
the computer.

14. Cursor positioning sequences.

Three byte lists to be sent before, between and after the cursor coordinates.
Each sequence is described as follows,

• - length sequence,

• - list of byte values (empty if length is 0)

15. Computer language definition.

This part is made up of two subparts: the addressing modes and the operation
code mnemonics.

• The addressing mode specification subpart defines 1 or more addressing
mode lista which will be referenced by the second subpart. Such a list is
represented by a 10-character string where position P (from 0 to 9) indi-
cates whether the corresponding addressing mode (the one whose represen-
tation is P) is allowed or not. If that mode is not allowed, the Pth character
of the string is "-", otherwise it is any other character. For instance, the
string "-12-456789" specifies that all addressing modes are allowed but
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modes 0 (immediate) and 3 (register E). These lists will later be referenced
through their sequence number : 0,1,..
The addressing mode specification is as follows,

- number of lists,
- list of those lists.

• The operation code subpart specifies which operation codes are allowed,
their mnemonics and their allowed addressing modes. 
There will be one specification list by instruction family, i.e., 10 lists. If no
instruction is allowed (or defined) the corresponding list will be empty or
will contain 1 space. A non-empty specification list is made up of instruc-
tion specification items; the first item describes instruction 0 of the family,
the second one describes instruction 1, and so on (that number is that of
field P2) If the last instructions are not allowed (or not defined) their items
may be omitted.
An instruction specification item is a 4-character string. If that string is "--
-- ", the corresponding operation is not allowed. For the allowed opera-
tions, the first 3 characters are the mnemonic of the operation code (that
will be displayed in the op. code window). The last character is the number
(from 0 to 9) of the addressing mode specification list that applies to the
instruction.

Note

Writing a character at the rightmost position of the last line of the screen is
followed by a "line feed" which is here undesirable since it results in a scrol-
ling of the display. Users are advised not to use that position!

7.1.5 Sample configuration file

This configuration file defines the language that has been described in the chapter
THE COMPUTER LANGUAGE. Text and numbers between parentheses are
comments and are not part of the file.

(beginning of the configuration file)
"START.CMD"                    (auto start cmd file ) (1)
5, 12, 27, 17, 27, 18          (screen initial. byt es) (2)
20                             (screen layout image ) (3)
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"              THE VISIBLE COMPUTER"
"          COPYRIGHT by J L HAINAUT - 1982"
"  "     (end of cards symbol) (4)
0                              (LINE/COLUMN) (5)
1, 0                           (codes for LINE,COLU MN=1)
89                             (memory cell positio ns) (6)
4,11, 4,17, 4,23, 4_29, 4,35, 4,l41, 4,47, 4,53, 4, 59, 4,65
5,11, 5,17, 5,23, 5,29, 5,35, 5,41, 5,47, 5,53, 5,5 9, 5,65
6,11, 6,17, 6,23, 6,29, 6,35, 6,41, 6,47, 6,53, 6,5 9, 6,65
7.11. 7,17, 7.23, 7,29, 7.35, 7,41, 7,47, 7,53, 7,5 9, 7,65
8,11, 8,17, 0,23, 8,29, 8,35, 8,41, 8,47, 8,53, 8,5 9, 8,65
9,11, 9,17, 9,23, 9,29, 9,35, 9,41, 9,47, 9.53, 9,5 9, 9,65
10,11, 10,17, 10,23, 10,29, 10,35, 10,41, 10,47, 10 ,53, 10,59, 10,65
11,11, 11,17, 11.23, 11,29, 11,35, 11,41, 11,47, 11 ,53, 11,59, 11,65
12,11, 12,17, 12,23, 12,29, 12,35, 12,41, 12,47, 12 ,53, 12,59, 12,65
12                             (Other screen positi ons) (7)
18,33                          (monitor disp.)
18,52                          (printer)
16,33                          (E)
14,34                          (PC)
14,40                          (IR)
14,47                          (op. code mnemonic)
16,49                          (L)
16,40                          (A)
18,8                           (card reader)
21,8                           (1st text line)
22,8                           (2nd text line)
23,8                           (2rd text line)
18                             (mon. displ. length) (8)
3, 76, 10004, 70179, 70183     (bootstrap) (9)
3, 63                          (nb, len text liner) (10)
5, 20                          (nb, len printed lin er) (11)
5, 24                          (nb, len displ. card s) (12)
900 , 200                      (delay units) (13)
2,27,22                        (control seq. before ) (14)
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0                              (            between )

0                              (            after)

4                              (addressing mode lis ts) (15)

0123456789

0123-56789

-12345-7-9

-123-56789

" "                            (language definition  lists)

"LDAOSTA2EXC2LDEOSTE2"

"ADAOSBAOMULODIVONEGOABSODBZODBPOADEOSBE0"

"CPAOCPEO"

"B 0B= OB< OB> OB<>OB<=OB>=OBOVOBEROCALO"

"RDN3RDC3"

"PRNIPRCl"

"----NOPOHLTORSTO------------DOV0EOV0"

(end of configuration file)

7.2 Saved card files

A saved cards file is created by issuing a "CS" monitor command. That command
must specify a name. The name of the corresponding file is made of that name to
which the suffix ".CAR" is appended. A saved cards file may later be loaded in the
input device (card reader) by a "CL" monitor command followed by a name (without
suffix ".CAR"). Since such a file is a character string, it can also be created, or modi-
fied by EDIT. A saved cards file contains:

– the number of saved cards,

– a list of lines, each of them being the image of a card contents.

The length of a card image must be the card length defined for the target computer in
the configuration file. A saved cards file contains from 1 to 20 card images. A card
image contains printable ASCII characters (codes from 32 to 90).

Two examples

2
10003 70187 10187 11300
10004 70588 27084 40189

4
TEXT OF THE YEAR
SECOND LINE 
THIRD LINE 
FOURTH LINE
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7.3 Saved memory files

A saved memory file is created by issuing a "MS" monitor command. That command
must specify a name. The name of the corresponding file is made of that name to
which the suffix ".RAM" is appended. A saved memory file may later be loaded in
memory by a "ML" monitor command followed by its file name (without suffix
".RAM"). Since such a file is a character string, it can also be created, or modified, by
EDIT.  A saved memory file contains:

– the starting address of the cell contents list,

– the number of saved words (at least 1),

– the list of the saved words.

The file contents must satisfy the characteristics of the target computer.

Exemple

2
68
10060, 11100, 11101, 49020, 10010, 12300, 10500, 11 401
27008, 10001, 81098, 49020, 92000, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
12300, 10010, 81201, 40300, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
65, 66 , 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74

This file describes the saving of the contents of the 68 cells starting from cell 2.

7.4 Command files

A command file is sequence of lines. Each line is a monitor command. The length of
the lines cannot exceed 255 characters. The file can contain any character. However,
the only control characters that will be examined by the monitor are "carriage
return" and "line feed"; the other ones will be ignored (including "^t", for instance).

The longest lines will generally be "T" monitor commands. If the text material spec-
ified in it exceeds the text line length, the trailing characters will be lost on the
screen (no error will occur). 

Example

(see APPLICATIONS)
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Part 2

Applications

This document presents some examples of configuration files, command files and
computer programs.

8. CONFIGURATION FILES

8.1  Exemple 1

The sample configuration file given in the REFERENCE MANUAL defines a
computer representation needing a 21x64  screen at least. An example of that repre-
sentation is given in GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION of the COMPUTER. Here
follows another example

Figure 8.1 - 
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8.2 Exemple 2

This second configuration file generates a particularly small computer needing only
a 12x29  screen. This computer includes all the components of the previous one,
including a 3-line text window.

"X"
5, 12, 27, 17, 27, 18
12

" "
0
1, 0
19
2,17, 3,17, 4,17, 5,17, 6,17, 7,17, 8,17, 9,17, 10, 17, 11,17
2,23, 3,23, 4,23, 5,23, 6,23, 7,23, 8,23, 9,23, 10, 23, 11,23
12
9,2
3,9
7,2 
5,2 
5,5 
5,12 
6,7 
7,8 
3,2 
10,1 
11,1 
12,1
13
0
3,14 
3,6 
3,6 
900,200
0
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0

0

4

0123456789

0123-56789

-12345-7-9

-123-56789

" "

"LDAOSTA2EXC2LDEOSTE2"

"ADAOSBAOMULODIVONEGOABSODBZODBPOADEOSBEO"

"CPAOCPEO"

"B  0B= 0B< 0B> 0B<>0B<=0B>=0BOV0BER0CAL0"

"RDN3RDC3" 

"PRN1PRCl" 

"----NOP0HLT0RST0------------DOV0EOV0"

The following screen is generated by that configuration file. The computer is in the
same state as that of the previous example, so that each component can be located
easily.

Figure 8.2 - 

8.3 Exemple 3

The following configuration file is defined for a screen of at least 24x40 positions2.
"X"

5,12,27,17,27,18 

24

2. The size of the screen of the APPLE II;
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" "
0
1,0
69
6,3, 6,9, 6,15, 6.21, 6,27 
7,3, 7,9, 7,15, 7,21, 7,27 
8,3, 8,9, 8,15, 8.21, 8,27 
9,3, 9,9, 9.15, 9,21, 9,27 
10,3, 10.9, 10,15, 10,21, 10,27
11,3, 11,9, 11,15, 11,21, 11,27
12,3, 12,9, 12.15, 12,21, 12,27
13.3. 13.9, 13,15, 13,21, 13,27
14,3, 14,9, 14,15, 14,21, 14,27
15,3, 15.9, 15,15, 15,21, 15,27
16,3, 16,9, 16,15, 16,21, 16,27
17,3, 17,9, 17.15, 17,21, 17,27
18,3, 18,9, 18,15, 18,21, 18,27
19,3, 19.9, 19,15, 19,21, 19,27

13
20,9 
4,23 
12,35 
6,35 
8,35 
6,38 
15,36 
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13,35 
4,1
21,1 
22,1 
23,1 
24,1 
20
0
4,39 
4,18 
4,20 
900,200

(then same as above)

This file generates the following kind of computer, which is in the same state as that
of the first two examples.

Figure 8.3 - 

9. COMMAND FILES

This command file corresponds to the first segment of a tutorial session which has
been designed for complete (but motivated!) laymen in data processing. That session
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describes the main parts of a computer together with their fonctions. First concepts
of computer language and program are given as well.

The file can be run either by issuing a "IC filename" monitor command, or by
including its name in the configuration file (see The MONITOR AND ITS
COMMANDS). The last command makes the monitor execute the file CMDFIL2
corresponding to the second session segment.

It is designed for a screen layout with a 3 lines (63 characters each) text window.
The listing of the file is followed by three "snapshots" of the session corre-

sponding to the steps designated below by <A>, <B> and <C>.

T3
T2
T1+-----------------------------------------------+
T2I     Presentation of the VISIBLE COMPUTER      I
T3+-----------------------------------------------+
ZM
CR
L
L
L
L
T3
T2
Tl ... during this session, the computer may appear  to be
T2     inactive. You will then have all the time to  examine the
T3     screen. Press any key to make the computer c ontinue ...
W
T3
T2
TlThe computer is made up of 1) a central memory, 2 )a central 
T2processing unit (CPU), 3) an input device (card r eader) and 
T34)an output device (printer). Let's examine each of them ...
W
T3
T2
TlTHE CENTRAL MEMORY. It is an assembly of memory c ells. Each 
T2cell contains a WORD, i.e. a number from -99999 t o 99999. 
T3Each cell is identified by its ADDRESS (from 0 to  59).
W
T3
T2
TlA cell is an elementary MEMORY; i.e. it's possibl e to write
T2a word in it, it's possible to read its content a nd last, the 
T3cell can hold its content during a "certain" time  ...
W
T3
T2
T1Let's write, for instance, the word 54321 into ce ll 77:
W
FM77
54321
X
W2
T2Let's try again and write -12 into cell 1:
W2 
FM1
-12
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X
T2
TlHave you seen where the central memory is? and ce ll 77?
W
TlThe second composent is the CENTRAL PROCESSING UN IT.
W                                                            <A> 
T1Its fonctions are: to transfer data from the inpu t device to 
T2memory, to process these data and to send data to  the output 
T3device. Let's examine processing first ...
W
T3
T2
T1A common data manipulation is to add two numbers.
T2The CPU can add numbers if they are in memory cel ls. For that 
T3operation, it makes use of a special cell called the ACCUMULATOR. 
W
T3 
T2
T1Let's write 777 in the accumulator (from now on d enoted by A)
Wl 
FA777
T2Have you located A?
W
FA0
T2
T1Let's make our problem more precise: we would lik e to add 
T2the contents of cell 77 to that of cell 1 then wr ite the 
T3result into cell 18. The procedure must be as fol lows ...
W
T3
T2
T1First, copy the contents of cell 77 into A (i.e. LOAD in A)
Wl
FA54321
W
T2Second, add the contents of cell 1 to that of A . ..
Wl
FA54309
W
T3Third, copy the contents of A in cell 18 ...
Wl
FM18
54309
X
W                                                           <B>
T3
T2
T1Actually, the CPU is nothing else than a sophisti cated 4 op's 
T2calculator. This one, however, has no keys to ind icate which 
T3operation must be carried out ...
w
T3
T2
T1If we want the CPU to execute one of the operatio ns mentioned 
T2above, we have to write a description of that ope ration into
T3a special memory cell called INSTRUCTION REGISTER  (or RI)
W
T3
T2
T1This may seem odd, but it is the only way!
W2
T2The description of an operation is called a compu ter INSTRUCTION 
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W
T2
T1Oh! I should have told you earlier where register  IR is!
T2To see where it is, let's write 19191 in it ...
W2 
FI19191
W
T3That's OK!
W2
T3 
T2
T1Let's go back to our addition.
W2
T1We have to describe 3 operations: loading a cell contents in A, 
T2adding a cell contents to the contents of A. Stor ing the contents 
T3of A into a cell.
W
T3
T2
T1Each operation involves the accumulator and one c ell.
T2Since A is always concerned, we don't have to men tion it.
W
T2
T1Hence, the description of an instruction must inc lude
T2 - specification of the operation (load, odd, sto re),
T3 - address of the concerned memory cell.
W
T3
T2
T1Let's imagine the following "language" to describ e instructions: 
W
T1LDA (77) meaning "LoaD in A the contents of cell (77)",
T2ADA (1)  meaning "ADD the contents of cell (1) to  that of A" 
T3STA (18) meaning "STore the contents of A in cell  (18).
W
T3
T2
T1I must admit that this kind of language is rather  odd! In fact 
T2a computer is an odd machine in some respects. Ho wever, YOU 
T3must admit that such a language is rather simple.
W
T3
T2
T1We have now to store each instruction in the INST RUCTION 
T2REGISTER (IR), then to ask the CPU to execute it.
T3There is, however, a Little problem ...
W
T3
T2
T1Our computer (ANY computer) handles only numeric data
W1
T2In particular a memory cell or a register (such a s IR) can 
T3accommodate numbers only.
W
T3
T2
T1We have no alternative but to translate our langu age into a 
T2numeric form. Let's represent each instruction wi th a
T3number from 0 to 99999.
W
T3
T2
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T1Let's represent LDA by 101, ADA by 201 and STA by  111 (these 
T2values are, for the moment, arbitrary). We can th en represent 
T3LDA (77) by 10177. ADA (1) by 20101 and STA (18) by 11118. 
FM18
0
X
FA0
FI0
W
T3
T2
TlWe are now quite ready to make the computer execu te the 
T2operations. Let's go on ...
W
T2
T1First, let's store intruction 10177 (LDA (77)) in to IR,
W
FI10177
W
T2That's done
W2
T2then we force (by any means, for instance a push button) the
T3CPU to execute the operation described by the con tents of IR.
W
EI
W
T3
T2
T1Conclusion: the CPU correctly executed the operat ion since 
T2the contents of cell 77 is now copied in A. In ad dition, the T3CPU 
kindly reminds us what instruction was executed (wh ere?) 
W                                                               <C>
T3
T2
T1Let's go on with the last two instructions ...
T2 20101 or ADA (1)
W
FI20101
W
EI
W
T3 11118 or STA (18)
W
FI11118
W
EI
W
ICCMDFIL2
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Figure 9.1 - State of the computer at point <A>

Figure 9.2 - State of the computer at point <B>
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Figure 9.3 - State of the computer at point <C>

10. SAMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The programs will be given in a way similar to assembly language listings. Each line
of a program specifies the contents of a cell. The parts of a line indicates the cell
number, the contents of the cell (or nothing if the contents doesn’t matter), the
"human" representation of the instruction and some comments (following symbol
";").

Example 
5: 20132 ADA (32) ; add the argument to the partial s um

Instruction 20132  (or ADA (32)  ) have to be stored in cell 5; the purpose of the
instruction is suggested by the text following "; ".

A cell may contain a number that is not an instruction. 

Example 
1: -234 ; first argument

A program line can be made up of comments only.

Example
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; Display subroutine
; ------------------

If a line specifies contents but no cell number, that number can be stored
anywhere. If there are several such lines, the numbers must be stored in conti-
guous cells. That will be the case of relocatable programs.

10.1 Program 1 -  In-memory addition

The program adds two numbers stored in memory (cell 0 and 1) and stores the result
in cell 2.

0:  123 ; first argument
1: -456 ; second argument 1:
2: ; result
3: 10100 LDA (0) ; get first argument
4: 20101 ADA (1) ; add second argument
5: 11102 STA (2) ; store result in memory
6: 92000 HLT ; stop execution

The program can be run as follows :

1. clear the computer if necessary, 

ZM

2. store arguments and program in memory,

FM0cr
123cr
-456cr 
cr
10100cr 
20101cr 
11102cr 
92000cr 
Xcr

3. set instruction register to the first instruction address, 

FI3cr

4. start program execution,

EPcr
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10.2 Program 2 - Input-Output with addition

That program reads two numbers written on a card, computes their sum then writes
the numbers and the result on the printer. It is a very simple example of an input-
output process.

0: ; first argument
1: ; second argument
2: ; result
3:  10002 LDA  2 ; read 2 numbers
4:  70100 RDN (0) ; ... and store them in cells 0 and  1
5:  10100 LDA (0) ;     (see Program 1)
6:  20101 ADA (1) ;     (see Program 1)
7:  11102 STA (2) ;     (see Program 1)
8:  10003 LDA  3 ; write 3 numbers
9:  80100 PRN (0) ; from cells 0, 1 and 2
10: 92000 HLT

That program can be run by the following procedure:

1. clear the computer, the card reader and the printer:

ZM
CR
L

2. store the program.

FM3cr
10002cr
70100cr
10100cr
20101cr
11102cr
10003cr
80100cr
92000cr
Xcr

3. put a card in the card reader:

CAl23 -456cr
C1

4. set the program counter

FC3cr

5. start the program
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EPcr

10.3 Program 3 - Multiple Input-Output with addition

The program reads couples of numbers written on cards (two numbers on each card).
For each couple, it computes the sum and writes the numbers and the result on the
printer.

0: ; first argument
1: ; second argument
2: ; result
3:  10002 LDA  2 ; read two numbers ...
4:  70100 RDN (0) ; ... and store them in tells 0 and  1
5:  47012 BOV 12 ; exit if end of cards
6:  10100 LDA (0) ; compute
7:  20101 ADA (1) ;   the sum
9:  11102 STA (2) ;     and store it in cell 2
9:  10003 LDA  3 ; write numbers in tells 0, 1 and 2
10: 80100 PRN (0) ;               on the printer.
11: 40003 B    3 ; do it again ...
12: 92000 HLT

Procedure.

Same as above. Put several cards in the card reader:

CAl23 -456cr
CA-6245 -7896cr 
CA  6       9cr 
CA 98   99945cr

10.4 Program 4 - Array filling.

This program stores numbers 2, 4, 6, ... ,20 into successive cells 11, 12, 13, ... , 20.

0: ; pointer to the torrent target cell
1: 10011 LDA 11 ; init the cell pointer
2: 11100 STA (0) ;         (i.e., cell 0)
3: 13010 LDE 10 ; init the counter (i.e., register E)
4: 10002 LDA 2 ; store initial value in A
5: 10500 STA ((0))I ; store value in the target cell,

; then increment the cell pointer.
6: 20002 ADA 2 ; compute next value
7: 27005 DBP 5 ; decrement the counter and continue
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;           if not zero.
8: 92000 HLT ; stop when finished

10.5 Program 5 - Square Root computing.

One of the best methods for finding the square root of a positive number is
NEWTON’s method.
Let N be the number the square root of which is to be found. The method is as
follows:

– start with a coarse estimate of the solution; we shall choose N itself;

– given X, the current solution, compute a better estimate with expression :
( N/X + X )/2

– the step above is repeated until two successive estimates are equal (true for
integer arithmetics only!).

The following program stores in cell 1 the square root of any number from 1 to
99999 that has been stored in cell 0.

0: ; number N
1: ; current estimate X
2:  10100 LDA (0) ; store starting value (N) in X
3:  11101 STA (1) ;

4:  10100 LDA (0) ; compute next estimate of X:
5:  23101 DIV (1) ;      X <-- (N/X+X)/2
6:  20101 ADA (1) ;
7:  23002 DIV  2 ;

S:  30101 CPA (1) ; stop if no change
9:  44011 B<>  3 ;

10: 11101 STA (1) ; store last result
Il: 92000 HLT ;       and stop.

10.6 Program 6 - Square Root revisited.

Program 5 has been given the structure of a subroutine which is called from an input/
output main program.

0: ; argument
1: ; result
2: 10001 LDA  1 ; read next number on card
3: 70100 RDN (0) ;
4: 47009 BOV  9 ; exit if end of cards
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5: 49010 CAL 10 ; call computing subroutine

6: 10001 LDA  1 ; print result
7: 80101 PRN (1) ;
8: 40002 B    2 ; do it again
9: 92000 HLT

; SQUARE ROOT SUBROUTINE
; ----------------------

10: 11300 STA (E) save return address in E
11: 10100 LDA (0) ; < see program 5>
12: 11101 STA (1)
13: 10110 LDA (0)
14: 23101 DIV (1)
15: 20101 ADA (1)
16: 23002 DIV  2
17: 30101 CPA (1)
18: 44012 B<> 12
19: 11101 STA (1)
20: 40300 B   (E) ; return to the calling program

10.7 Program 7 - A Management application.

The following program performs a classical order handling application. Given a
Product file and an Order file, it produces an Invoice file and an updated Product
file.

The Product file

Each Product record describes an Inventory item :

– quantity on hand,

– unit price,

An item is identified by a Product number, from 1 to 7. The records are ordered
according to the Product number: first record describing Item 1, and so on.
The Product file is written on cards (one record per card). The first card of the
Product file contains the number of records.
The following procedure loads a Product file in the card reader :

CA 5
CA 1500 12 
CA 3200 8 
CA 900 35 
CA 250 120 
CA 415 62
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The Order file

Each Order is described by two records. The first one, written on one card, contains
the identification of the customer, i.e. name, address, etc. The second one, written on
a second card, gives the Product number of the item ordered followed by the quan-
tity ordered.

The following procedure adds an Order file to the current contents of the card
reader:

CA SMITH, LONDON
CA 3 80
CA DUPLAT, LYON 
CA 1 350
CA SANTOS, LIMA
CA 4 110

The program expects the input files to be stored in the card reader in this way: first
the Product file, then the Order file.

The Invoice file

An Invoice record is written in two successive lines on the printer. The first line is
the identification of the customer. The second one contains the Product number, the
quantity ordered and the amount to pay.

An invoice is created only if the corresponding quantity on hand is not less than the
quantity ordered. Otherwise the order is ignored and no invoice is generated.

The Invoice file corresponding to the sample Order file given above will look like
this:

SMITH, LONDON
3  80    2800 
DUPLAT, LYON
1  350   4200 
SANTOS, LIMA
4  110   13200

The updated Product file

That file is a copy of the input Product file in which the quantities on hand are modi-
fied according to the quantities ordered (and consequently, delivered).

That file is written on the printer after the Invoice file. For the sample Product and
Order files, it will look like this:

1150 12
3200 8 
820  35 
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140  120 
415  62

In order to make the program organization clearer, it has been made up of a main
program and a set of functional subroutines.

; MAIN PROGRAM
; ------------

0: 49009 CAL 9 ; read Product file in memory
1: 49019 CAL 19 ; get next Order record from Order fi le
2: 47007 BOV 7 ; exit if end of Order file
3: 49026 CAL 26 ; process Order, update Product qty

; and compute Invoice amount
4: 42001 B<  1 ; skip printing if qty on hand

;      is not sufficient
5: 49039 CAL 39 ; print Invoice on the printer
6: 40001 B   1 ; examine next Order record

7: 49046 CAL 46 ; print updated Product file

8: 92000 HLT

The following subroutine reads the Product file on the card reader and stores it in
memory starting from cell ...

; READ THE PRODUCT FILE IN MEMORY
; -------------------------------

 9: 11155 STA (55)  ; save return address
10: 10058 LDA  58  ; init current Product pointer
11: 11156 STA (56)
12: 10001 LDA  1  ; read file site
13: 70300 RDN (E)
14: 14157 STE (57)  ; save it
15: 10002 LDA  2  ; read next Product record
16: 70556 RDN ((56))I  ;
17: 27016 DBP  16  ; iterate
18: 40155 B   (55)  ; return from calling program

The following subroutine reads the next Order record and stores it in memory.

; GET NEXT ORDER RECORD FROM ORDER FILE
; -------------------------------------

19: 11155 STA (55) ; save return address
20: 10015 LDA  15 ; read customer identification
21: 71172 RDC (72) ;
22: 47155 BOV (55) ; return if end of Order file
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23: 10002 LDA  2 ; read order specification
24: 70187 RDN (87) ;
25: 40155 B   (55) ; return from calling program

The following subroutine processes the Order currently stored in memory, updates
quantity on hand of the Product ordered and computes the amount of the Invoice.
The logical flag is "<" if there is no sufficient quantity on hand.

; PROCESS ORDER, PRODUCT AND INVOICE
; ----------------------------------

26: 11155 STA (55) ; save return address
27: 13187 LDE (87) ; compute Product address in memor y
28: 29001 SBE  1 ; 
29: 28300 ADE (E) ; 
30: 28058 ADE  58 ; 
31: 10900 LDA ((E)+0) ; compute new qty on hand
32: 21188 SBA (88) ;
33: 42155 B<  (55) ; return if qty not sufficient
34: 11900 STA ((E)+0) ; update Product
35: 10188 LDA (88) ; compute Invoice amount
36: 22901 MUL ((E)+1) ;
37: 11189 STA (89) ;         and store it
38: 40155 B   (55) ; return from calling program

The following subroutine writes the Invoice on the printer.

; PRINT THE INVOICE
; -----------------

39: 11155 STA (55) ; save return address
40: 10015 LDA  15 ; print customer identification
41: 81172 PRC (72) ; 
42: 81098 PRC  98 ; next line
43: 10003 LDA  3 ; print Product nbr, qty, amount
44: 80187 PRN (87) ; 
45: 40155 B   (55) ; return from calling program

The following subroutine writes the updated Product file on the printer.

; PRINT THE UPDATED PRODUCT FILE
; ------------------------------

46: 11155 STA (55) ; save return address
47: 10058 LDA  58 ; init current Product pointer
48: 11156 STA (56) ; 
49: 13157 LDE (57) ; init counter
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50: 10002 LDA  2 ; print current Product record
51: 80556 PRN ((56))I ;
52: 81098 PRC  98 ; next line
53: 27051 DBP  51 ; next record
54: 40155 B   (55) ; return from calling program

; DATA FIELDS
; -----------

55: ; saved return address
56: ; current Product pointer
57: ; number of Product records
58: ; Product file
72: ; customer identification
87: ; ordered Product number
88: ; quantity ordered
89: ; Invoice amount

10.8 Program 8 - Subroutine calling and stack handli ng

This is clearly not the simplest way to print a string but it is a good axample of a
complex subroutine network and of the use of a stack to manage the return
addresses.

The organization of the subroutine is fairly simple. On activation of a subroutine,
the return address is pushed on top of the stack. On completion of subroutine execu-
tion, the return address is removed from the stack. The stack is growing down,
starting from cell 48. Cell 49 contains the address of the top element of the stack
(that cell is called the stack pointer).

; MAIN PROGRAM
; ------------- 

 0: 10049 LDA  49 ; init the stack pointer
 1: 11149 STA (49)

 2: 49010 CAL  10
 3: 81065 PRC  65 ; print "A"
 4: 49020 CAL  20
 5: 92000 HLT

; SUBROUTINES
; -----------

10: 11449 STA D((49)) ; push return address on the st ack
11: 49025 CAL 25
12: 81066 PRC 66 ; print "B"
13: 49015 CAL 15
14: 40549 B ((49))I ; remove return address then retu rn
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15: 11449 STA D((49)) ; push return address on the st ack
16: 49025 CAL 25
17: 81067 PRC 67 ; print "C"
18: 49030 CAL 30
19: 40549 B  ((49))I ; remove return address then ret urn

20: 11449 STA D((49)) ; push return address on the st ack
21: 49030 CAL 30
22: 81068 PRC 60 ; print "D"
23: 49035 CAL 35
24: 40549 B  ((49))I ; remove return address then ret urn

25: 11449 STA D((49)) ; push return address on the s tack
26: 49040 CAL 40
27: 81069 PRC 69 ; print "E"
20: 49030 CAL 30
29: 40549 B  ((49))I ; remove return address then ret urn

30: 11449 STA D((49)) ; push return address on the s tack
31: 81070 PRC 70 ; print "F"
32: 40549 B  ((49))I ; remove return address then ret urn

35: 11449 STA D((49)) ; push return address on the s tack
36: 81071 PRC 71 ; print "G"
37: 40549 B  ((49))I ; remove return address then ret urn

40: 11449 STA D((49)) ; push return address on the st ack
41: 81072 PRC 72 ; print "H"
42: 40549 B  ((49))I ; remove return address then ret urn

; DATA FIELDS
; -----------

45: --> 48: ; return address stack
49: ; stack pointer

Note

To make the program more concise. a trick has been used : before printing a
character (PRC) the number of characters to be printed must be stored in A (i.e.
LDA 1). Since A contains the return address, and since that address is always
greater than l, that instruction has been omited.
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10.9 Program 9 - Input buffering

The proposed subroutines allow their user to get numbers that are written on cards
(several numbers per card) as if they were a homogeneous sequence of numbers,
without worrying about card handling.

Suroutine 10 initializes the process, and subroutine 20 returns into A the next
available number. End of sequence is indicated by an Overflow (i.e. L="OV").

A short main program that copies card contents on the printer given to demon-
strate the use of the subroutines.

; COPY INPUT ON THE PRINTER
; -------------------------

 0: 49010 CAL  10 ; initialize input process
 

 1: 49020 CAL  20 ; get next number
 2: 47006 BOV  6 ; exit if end of input
 3: 12300 EXC (E) ; print the current number
 4: 80300 PRN (E) ;
 5: 40001 B    1 ; get next number
 6: 92000 HLT ; stop

; INITIALIZE INPUT PROCESS
; ------------------------

10: 11300 STA (E) ; save return address
11: 10000 LDA  0 ; initialize the number of available
12: 11140 STA (40) ;            numbers to 0
13: 40300 B   (E) ; return

; GET NEXT INPUT NUMBER
; ---------------------

20: 11300 STA (E) ; save return address
21: 10140 LDA (40) ; if no available number in buffer ,
22: 30000 CPA  0 ;    then go and get next card.
23: 41028 B=   28 ;

; there is at least one number available
24: 21001 SBA  1 ; decrement that number
25: 11140 STA (40) ;
26: 10541 LDA ((41))I ; get current number
27: 40300 B   (E) ; return

; get next card
28: 10042 LDA  42 ; initialize buffer pointer
29: 11141 STA (41) ; 
30: 10012 LDA  12 ; read next card
31: 70142 RDN (42) ; 
32: 47300 BOV (E) ; return if end of cards
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33: 11140 STA (40) ; initialize the number of numbers
34: 40021 B    21 ; examine that number ...

; DATA FIELDS
; -----------

40. ; number of available numbers in the buffer
41: ; address of the next available number in the

;  ... buffer (i.e. buffer pointer)
42: ; beginning of the buffer (store arec for one 
card)

10.10 Program 10 - Program loading and bootstrapping

The following application demonstrates a complete realistic execution cycle of a
program.

Let's first consider a program that reads couples of numbers on cards, computes
the sum of each couple then writes these sums on the printer. Program 3 is a good
example of such a "read-add-print" program.

To be executed by the computer, that program has to be stored in memory from
cell 3 to cell 12.

The only way for a computer to have external data stored in memory is to read
them on cards. That reading must be performed by a a program. In the present case
the latter program will store in memory the instructions of another program that are
written on cards. For that reason, such a program is called a PROGRAM LOADER.

The following program is able to load in memory any program whose instruc-
tions are written on cards. Moreover, it will start the execution of the program
loaded (that operation is sometimes called "load and go").

The program to be loaded must satisfy the following conditions:

– each card contains 4 instructions, except for the last one, which can be partially
filled,

– a parameter card must be inserted before the program card pack. That card
contains 3 numbers :

• the number of cards on which the program is written,

• the memory address at which the program will be loaded (the "load
address"),

• the address of the first instruction of the program that will be executed (the
"start address").

The complete card pack for the "read-add-print" program to be loaded would look
like this:

3 3 3
10002 70100 47012 10100
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20101 11102 10003 80100
40003 92000

Now let's look at our PROGRAM LOADER. It could be as follows:

; PROGRAM LOADER
: --------------

79: 10003 LDA  3 ; read the parameter card
80: 70187 RDN (87) ; and store contents in cells 87,8 8,89

SI: 10187 LDA (87) ; finit card counter (E)
82: 11300 STA (E)

83: 10004 LDA  4 ; read next card (4 numbers) ...
84: 70588 RDN ((88))I ; ... store at the load address
85: 27084 DBP  84 ; do it again if net end of cards

86: 40189 B  (89) ; start program execution

87: ; number of cards
88: ; load address
89: ; start address

Once again, this program must be stored in memory before its execution. It must
therefore be loaded itself. The simplest way to do so is to write the program loader
on cards, as follows:

10003 70187 10187 11300 
10004 70588 27084 40189

and to store in memory a short program to read and load it; the latter program could
be the following:

76: 10004 LDA  4
77: 70179 RDN (79) ; read first card
78: 70183 RDN (83) ; read second card

This program is actually a "PROGRAM LOADER LOADER"! It is commonly
called a "bootstrap".

A last problem arises : to be executed, the bootstrap must first be stored in
memory! That problem will be solved by a "deus ex machina" technique : there
exists, on our computer, a push-button with which it is possible to have the instruc-
tions of the bootstrap loaded. Moreover, its starting address (here, 76) is stored in
the Program counter. To simulate that button, we shall use the "BS" Monitor
command (see the Reference Manuel, part 4).
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The bootstrap is defined in the Configuration file. Consequently, it is easy to
modify it (see the Reference Manuel. part 6).

Let's now install these components in the computer. We suppose that three saved
card files have been constituted:

1. a file named LOAD which contains the Program loader:

10003 70187 10187 11300
10004 70588 27084 40189

2. a file named ADD which contains the "read-add-print" program:

3 3 3
10002 70100 47012 10100
20101 11102 10003 80100
40003 92000

3. a file named DATA which contains sample data for program ADD:

123 -951 
48 62
78945 -85236
-256 -441 
11 598 
328 45624

The sequence of operations could be as follows :

1. Before the operations, the computer will be in a clear state. If needed, execute

ZM
CR
L
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Figure 10.1 - 

2. Store in the card reader the three card packs mentioned above:

CLLOADcr 
CLADDcr 
CLDATAcr 
C1

Then load the boostrap by

BS

The computer now looks like this:
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Figure 10.2 - 

3. Set the computer in the step-by-step mode by issuing

D9

then start execution

EPcr

4. After boostrap execution, the Program Loader is stored in memory:
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Figure 10.3 - 

5. The Program Loader stores the "read-add-print" program in cells 3 to 12, then is
ready to start its execution:

Figure 10.4 - 

6. Here follows three snapshots of program execution:
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Figure 10.5 - 

Figure 10.6 - 
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Figure 10.7 - 
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